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Quickly and easily index all of your blog posts with just a few clicks you can get indexed in	minutes: this

will help you to stay ahead of your competitors and get more interest from the almighty Google! Take your

SEO strategy to the next level thanks to this extremely useful WP pluginWP Rapid Indexer will help you to

index your blogs posts FASTthat means that youll be the first always! Increase your chance to get better

rankings and MORE targeted traffic - this WP plugin will	help you to finally increase the odds of getting

NOTICED by Google and other search engines. Proven rapid indexing methodology - rapid indexing has

been around for years and has proven to	be highly effective. WP Rapid Indexer takes it further and

automate the tedious process for you! Works beautifully with new and old posts- whether youre using a

brand new blog or an existing one WP Rapid Indexer will work. Runs on omplete AUTOPILOT Yes, thats

right. You only have to install it once and it will do allthe hard work of indexing for you. Newbie and

seasoned marketers friendly whether youre involved in the game for a long time or are just a newbie this

will work for you as it can be easily installed. 100 independent plugin WP Rapid Indexer doesnt rely on

third party accounts or subscription services. That means that the plugin will work 24/7 without

interruptions! Works stealthily WP Rapid Indexer works in the background. This means that you dont

have to update it or monitor itit does all the hard work *automatically* for you. Intelligent self-recovery

system In case of an unexpected server crash, WP RAPID INDEXER will automatically recover so you
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can still get your posts quickly indexed. High performance, reliability and compatibility WP Rapid Indexer

is expertly coded to deliver high performance using lightweight resources. It works out of the box on any

Linux server running 5.1.2+ and WordPress 3.0+ (up to the latest version 3.4+). One license, unlimited

domains unlike other WP plugins, if you secure a copy of WP Rapid Indexer you can use it in as many

domains you own theres NO limit. Free lifetime updates! Im constantly tweaking and perfecting my

WordPress plugin and you get free lifetime updates. This will ensure that youre up to date all the time.

100 money back guarantee you can try it for 60 days and if for whatever the reason youre not satisfied

with it youll be refunded. No questions asked.
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